ASL LESSON PLAN
Focus: Action Verbs and Adverbials
Objectives:
Students will
• Be able to demonstrate various action verbs and adverbials
• Practice their skills of planning a story
• Synthesize their knowledge from action verb activities into a brief story
Formative Assessment:
The children are participating in activities- able to sign verbs in different manner with proper
facial expressions
Summative Assessment:
The children are able to create short stories using three or more verbs in different manner. The
children are also able to explain and give example on how changing the manner (speed and
size) of verbs and facial expressions can change the “meaning” (e.g. walk fast= brisk, walk
slow= stroll).
Materials needed:
Blank pieces of paper
Pencils
iPad with The Baobab storybook app
Utilize classroom technology projectors (if applicable)

Time needed: 45 minutes
Motivation:
Review with the class, “What is action verb? Why do we use action verbs? It is to tell what the
noun/object is doing. What happens if you leave out the verb in a sentence?” Explain to the
students that we will learn different ways to use action verbs, and that by using action verbs
their stories will be more visually interesting. “Ask what do they know about adverbs? It is to
describe the manner of verbs (e.g., slowly, quickly, really, very hard, softly.) What happens if we
don’t give details of the verb?”
Procedure:
1. Show the storytelling clip of page 3 of The Baobab storybook app to the class and ask
them to tell you what verb (or action word) the storyteller used.

	
  

2. If students are unsure what action verbs or the ‘doing’ words are, guide them by replaying the Baobab clip. Ask them what signs the storyteller is using to do something.
Use opposites to initiate connections i.e. Is the little girl sleeping? Sitting? What is the
old man doing?
If students need more practice in identifying action verbs, they can go through The
Baobab and make a list of all the action verbs they find.
Sample action verbs: laugh, watch, wink, taste, pull, look, jump, climb.
3. Now tell the students to choose one action verb for this activity (the verb can be
something that they love to do). Tell the students that you have chosen the verb “cry”
(or any verb you want) then do the following:
• Sign the action verb three times fast
• Sign the action verb slowly once.
• Sign the action verb very fast once.
• Sign the action verb very big once.
• Sign the action verb very small once.
• If relevant, sign the verb backwards (e.g. walk backwards, climb down, etc.)
4. Next, ask each of the students try and do a combination of all the action verbs in 5
different ways together. For example: Sign “cry” 3 times fast, one time slowly, fast
once, very big once, and very small once.
5. Explain and demonstrate how to use three verbs together to make a story. Continuing
with our example: A puppy was following me home. He was so cute!! I asked mom if I
can keep him. She told me I can’t. One drop came out (CRY once slowly). Then I
couldn’t hold it back any more- I bawled (sign “CRY” many times). Then my mom told
me okay but I had to walk dog everyday and feed him myself! (hold back tears: BAWLbackwards)- I was so thrilled!
6. Ask the students how the action verbs were used in this story (see number 6). Were the
action verbs at the same level of movement? Was the action slow? Did the person cry
same kind of tears? Explain that there were different levels or degrees of movement.
	
  

We cry slowly, very fast, normally, backwards, and then forward. Discuss why facial
expressions are important. How do the facial expressions help describe the verb?
7. Go back to page 3 of the Baobab. Ask the students how the girl is walking. Is she
scared? Is the old man walking fast? How do the students know? By the facial
expressions and hand movements. Emphasize that the facial expressions and speed of
movement change the meaning of the action verb. Add that we can use the English
words slowly, speedily, rapidly to describe the action verb “walk” better in English
(**see another lesson about bridging English and ASL languages).
8. Students should pick three of the activities (big, small, slowly, fast, etc) and create their
own stories using their own action verbs. They need to plan their stories, using a rough
outline, and drawing pictures, etc. (Their rough drafts can be used to help demonstrate
the connections between ASL and English language, followed up in another lesson
plan.) Emphasize not to worry too much about English but to focus on ASL. Ask their
classmates to help out with the story. They may practice their stories before showing
them to the class.
9. Students demonstrate to their class the story they created. (Go through ASL workshopEdit/Revise if desired. *Ask Melissa Herzig for ASL workshop guidelines and lessons.)
Closure:
Ask the students what they learned about verbs today. Discuss how the various facial
expressions and action verb styles affected the story. What verbs did they use? Discuss how
they think adding these to their stories made them more interesting. Teachers need to stress
that it is important to include facial expressions, eye-gaze, and action verbs to make the story
interesting, and to show us how they felt during that time, too. Also include an explanation of
how wonderful ASL is to be able to show various degrees of action verbs through movements
and facial expressions!
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